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Minnie has a huge order of bows to make before the honey festival
and doesn’t know how she will get it all done in time. Daisy saves the
day with a bow-making robot named Bow-Bot. Minnie and Daisy push
the buttons and Bow-Bot is making the bows in no time. However, she
soon runs out of ribbon and starts making bows out of anything she
can find, like a chair and the curtains! The remote control breaks as
they try to turn Bow-Bot off, but Minnie uses her bow grabber to push
the OFF button on Bow-Bot. Minnie repairs the remote and Bow-Bot
works again!
This story grabs the interest of children quickly and completely. The
familiar characters Minnie and Daisy draw the audience in, while the
simple plot twists keep the readers on the edge of their seats. The
pages of colorful illustrations and large colorful action words inserted
into the text appeal to children listening to the story and to emerging
readers. Children who love Minnie Mouse will love the bright colors
and animated story. The text is easy to read with exciting dialogue that
will have children coming back again and again to this Disney book.
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